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Abstract

The quality of automatic transcription of
heritage documents, whether from printed,
manuscripts or audio sources, has a decisive
impact on the ability to search and process
historical texts. Although significant progress
has been made in text recognition (OCR, HTR,
ASR), textual materials derived from library
and archive collections remain largely erro-
neous and noisy. Effective post-transcription
correction methods are therefore necessary and
have been intensively researched for many
years. As large language models (LLMs) have
recently shown exceptional performances in a
variety of text-related tasks, we investigate their
ability to amend poor historical transcriptions.
We evaluate fourteen foundation language mod-
els against various post-correction benchmarks
comprising different languages, time periods
and document types, as well as different tran-
scription quality and origins. We compare the
performance of different model sizes and differ-
ent prompts of increasing complexity in zero
and few-shot settings. Our evaluation shows
that LLMs are anything but efficient at this task.
Quantitative and qualitative analyses of results
allow us to share valuable insights for future
work on post-correcting historical texts with
LLMs.

1 Introduction

Over the last two decades, heritage institutions have
digitised their collections on a massive scale, yield-
ing millions of historical documents in digital for-
mat along with their machine-readable text (Terras,
2011; Padilla, 2019). Whether obtained through
optical character recognition (OCR, for printed doc-
uments), handwritten text recognition (HTR, for
manuscripts) or automatic speech recognition tech-
niques (ASR, for audio documents), the availabil-
ity of textual transcriptions has not only improved
the accessibility of historical documents, but has
also opened up the possibility of applying machine-
reading techniques to their content. Increasingly,

research and initiatives are being undertaken to
process and mine the rich information contained
in unstructured heritage text data (Clausner et al.,
2019; Ehrmann et al., 2022), or to develop com-
putational approaches to its analysis (McGillivray
et al., 2020; Bunout et al., 2022). While highly
promising, these efforts face a persistent challenge
that considerably impacts their effectiveness: the
suboptimal quality of transcriptions.

Most text data derived from digitised historical
documents contains transcription errors, for two
reasons. Firstly, despite recent advances in the
accuracy of text recognition – thanks to the adop-
tion of neural approaches and robust transcription
frameworks (Reul et al., 2019; Kahle et al., 2017;
Engl, 2020) – the quality of digital documents and
the diversity of document types, languages, scripts,
fonts and handwriting still poses significant chal-
lenges to OCR, HTR and ASR approaches. Sec-
ondly, even though the latest transcription engines
are much better than their predecessors, collections
digitised long ago are rarely reprocessed, often for
budgetary reasons. The impact of noisy transcrip-
tions on downstream processes is well-documented,
with a detrimental effect on search capacities (Ch-
iron et al., 2017b), named entity processing (Lin-
hares Pontes et al., 2019; Hamdi et al., 2020), lan-
guage modelling (Todorov and Colavizza, 2022),
and most natural language processing (NLP) tasks
(van Strien et al., 2020).

Possible answers to this situation lie in the devel-
opment of post-correction methods aimed at pro-
ducing a better, corrected version of a transcription
with respect to the corresponding original text and,
more recently, in the targeted re-transcription of
identified faulty text sections—a complex process
that requires robust pipelines (Schneider and Mau-
rer, 2022). Latest approaches to post-correction
use sequence-to-sequence neural networks, with
character-based translation models (Amrhein and
Clematide, 2018) as well as LSTMs or transformer-



based models (Nguyen et al., 2020; Rigaud et al.,
2019). Despite significant progress, performances
vary greatly across the variety of historical texts
(Chiron et al., 2017a; Rigaud et al., 2019), and
systems still have difficulties dealing with extreme
noise (Amrhein and Clematide, 2018), generalis-
ing (Todorov and Colavizza, 2020) and avoiding un-
desired changes to error-free text, a particularly im-
portant requirement with historical sources (Schae-
fer and Neudecker, 2020).

At the core of many approaches to NLP, lan-
guage representations have evolved from auxil-
iaries to machine learning systems, such as n-gram
models and word vectors, to specialised experts
fine-tuned for specific tasks, such as transformer-
based pre-trained language models. Current efforts
are aimed at more versatile systems, training autore-
gressive generative models on ever larger amounts
of data and model sizes. This results in the emer-
gence of large language models (LLMs) with ex-
ceptional robustness and generalisability capabil-
ities, even in zero and few-shot settings (Brown
et al., 2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Scao et al.,
2022; Zhang et al., 2022, to cite but a few). Since
the launch of the GPT (Generative Pre-Trained)
model series by OpenAI in 2018, and in particu-
lar the ChatGPT conversational robot released in
November 2022 based on the GPT-3.5 or GPT-4
models, the LLM race is on. More and more mod-
els are being released, with impressive performance
on various text-related tasks and results close to the
state of the art, e.g. in question answering (Bang
et al., 2023), machine translation (Jiao et al., 2023)
and stance detection (Zhang et al., 2023).

Of all the ways in which ChatGPT can be used,
its ability to revise and improve the quality of texts
was quickly noticed. Having been trained on hun-
dreds of billions of tokens to predict the next word
in a sequence, such text editing ability is hardly
surprising. While evaluations have been carried
out on tasks involving language editing capacities
such as text summarisation and grammatical error
correction—with fairly good results for some met-
rics (Gao et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2023; Laskar et al.,
2023)—the ability of LLMs to amend historical
transcriptions has not yet been systematically stud-
ied. Can large language models that have powerful
capabilities for generating and understanding lan-
guage in different contexts also help to correctly
rewrite texts that have been poorly transcribed by
automated processes? Capitalising on the recent

rise of generative LLMs, this study aims to inves-
tigate, beyond anecdotal observations, the effec-
tiveness of large language models to post-correct
historical transcripts. In particular, we want to gain
a better understanding of whether, to what extent,
and under what conditions LLMs can produce good
corrections of historical transcriptions, and seek to
answer the following questions:
– Ability to correct. When prompted to correct

the transcription of a given historical document,
do LLMs improve, degrade, or leave the input
text intact?

– Sensitivity to variations in input text and in-
structions. Does the correction performance
depend on the time period, language, type and
noise of the original document? How sensi-
tive is LLM-based post-correction to prompt
instructions?

– Real-world applicability. How do open-access
models compare to OpenAI GPT models?
Could LLM-based post-correction be a valid
and cost-effective option for efficiently correct-
ing backlogs of millions of noisy historical doc-
uments?

To this end, we evaluate fourteen foundation
language models from four model series against
various post-correction benchmarks comprising dif-
ferent languages, time periods, document types,
and different transcription quality and origins. We
compare the performance of different prompts of
increasing complexity in zero and few-shot settings
and provide quantitative and qualitative analyses
of the results.

2 Background

We briefly highlight some key facets of LLMs and
refer to Zhao et al. (2023) for a detailed survey.
LLMs are text generators that are trained on mas-
sive plain text data. Based on well-established tech-
nology – deep neural networks and self-supervised
learning – their success is mainly due to two key
factors: scaling up model size and the amount
of training data (Zhao et al., 2023). The for-
mer was made possible by the Transformer archi-
tecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) and the latter by
20 years’ worth of internet text data. Coupled
with optimisation frameworks (Rasley et al., 2020;
Shoeybi et al., 2020), this has led to the rapid emer-
gence of large language models with hundreds of
billions of parameters, with increasing capacity to



learn, generalise and act as general-purpose task
solvers as more (clean) data is input. Quickly iden-
tified as a paradigm shift in artificial intelligence
systems, LLMs, and more generally foundation
models, possess the crucial ability to learn in con-
text, i.e. to perform a task with only a few in-
structions and task demonstrations, generating the
expected output without updating model parame-
ters (Dong et al., 2023). Their behaviour is implic-
itly deduced and not explicitly constructed. Fol-
lowing OpenAI’s initial releases, numerous models
are being published by various commercial and
academic players, sparking a global debate on the
opportunities and risks from a scientific and soci-
etal point of view (Bommasani et al., 2022).

LLMs’s text editing capabilities have particularly
been assessed in the context of grammatical error
correction (GEC). Several studies have compared
state-of-the-art GEC systems with GPT models
against various benchmarks and found that they
can perform GEC tasks effectively (especially on
sentence input) and that they are slightly better
at error detection than at correction due to over-
correction (Ostling and Kurfalı, 2022; Wu et al.,
2023), a tendency that can be controlled by opti-
mising prompt and example selection (Fang et al.,
2023; Loem et al., 2023; Coyne et al., 2023). Few
attempts have been made to post-correct transcrip-
tions with LLMs, including LLM-based selection
of the best post-corrections for contemporary doc-
uments (Gupta et al., 2021), and fine-tuning the
BART autoregressive Transformer to post-correct
historical newspapers (Soper et al., 2021). To our
knowledge, no previous study has explored LLM-
based post-correction of historical transcripts.

3 Approach

We aim to assess the ability of generative LLMs
to correct machine transcriptions of historical doc-
uments and to provide insights into what works
best. Using post-correction transcription bench-
marks, our approach is, essentially, to compare the
similarities between original automated transcrip-
tions and their ground truth (GT), and between
LLM-corrected versions of the original transcrip-
tions and the same GT, and to observe their vari-
ation, i.e. whether the LLM-corrected version is
a degradation or an improvement of the original
transcriptions.

To better reflect the diversity of archival collec-
tions and obtain results that are, to some extent,

generalisable, we consider various post-correction
benchmarks covering different document types, lan-
guages and periods, as well as different transcrip-
tion qualities and origins. Their different formats
are standardised to ensure consistent handling of
the data, especially as far as different levels of text
segmentation (line, sentence region) are concerned.
The selection of LLMs is based on model size,
training data, resource requirements and accessibil-
ity. We consider fourteen models from four series
and craft five prompts to guide their text generation.
Various post-processing heuristics are applied to
clean up the output.

Despite their astonishing performance, we can
hypothesise that post-correcting historical tran-
scripts may pose several challenges for LLMs.
First, unlike typical text generation tasks where
multiple answers can be valid (summarisation,
translation, dialogue systems), transcription cor-
rection requires a single correct answer that exactly
matches the GT. This, of course, runs counter to
LLM’s tendency to hallucinate. Second, LLMs are
not specifically trained for post-correction but learn
in context through natural language instructions
that they must understand – an ability that is un-
equal between models. Third, the level and nature
of noise in historical transcripts vary considerably
from document to document, i.e. texts can range
from minimally to extremely noisy, with different
forms of noise. While this challenge affects all ap-
proaches, LLMs may not have encountered many
noisy historical transcripts during their training.

3.1 Datasets

We use eight post-correction benchmarks, each con-
sisting of two historical transcriptions: one from an
automated system (to be corrected) and its ground
truth counterpart. The two versions are aligned
at different levels, and there are no images of the
original documents. Besides diversity, the choice
of benchmarks was guided by the requirement that
transcripts should not be too short to provide suf-
ficient context for the LLMs. Table 1 outlines the
datasets (six from OCR, one from ASR, and one
from HTR), which are also presented below.

icdar-2017 & icdar-2019 Two ICDAR evalu-
ation campaigns on post-OCR text correction pub-
lished two benchmarks in 2017 and 2019 (Chiron
et al., 2017a; Rigaud et al., 2019). icdar-2017
(12M characters) comprises monographs and news-
papers in English and French originating from a



Dataset Alias Document Type Origin Time Period Language # Lines* # Sentences* # Regions*
icdar-2017 newspapers,monographies OCR 17C-20C en, fr 0 461 28
icdar-2019 OCR not specified bg,cz,en,fr,de,pl,sl 0 404 41
overproof newspaper OCR 19-20C en 2,278 399 41
impresso-nzz newspaper OCR 18-20C de 1,256 577 203
ajmc-mixed class. commentaries OCR 19C grc, de, en, fr 535 379 33
ajmc-primary class. commentaries OCR 19C grc, de, en, fr 40 27 9
htrec papyri and manuscripts HTR 10C-16C grc 180 8 8
ina radio programs ASR 20C fr 201 290 6

Table 1: Overview of the datasets. (*): Figures correspond to the data used in this study, except for htrec, ina,
ajmc-mixed, and ajmc-primary, where they correspond to the full dataset.

range of heritage institutions and initiatives (Pa-
padopoulos et al., 2013; Neudecker and Antona-
copoulos, 2016), and icdar-2019 (22M charac-
ters) expands to further types of printed documents,
newspapers and shopping receipts in 10 European
languages. No document dates are specified, but
we estimate a 17C-20C time frame for icdar-2017
based on the original datasets, assuming a simi-
lar range for the second. The documents in the
dataset correspond to different segments of his-
torical records, with OCR transcriptions and GT
aligned at character level. Detailed information
about data quality is unavailable, yet documents
may contain up to 50% of misrecognised charac-
ters. In this study, we use samples of 12% and 20%
of the 2017 and 2019 data, respectively.

overproof Published as part of an OCR evalu-
ation, the Overproof benchmarks were extracted
from the National Library of Australia’s Trove digi-
tised newspaper collection (Evershed and Fitch,
2014)1. In this study, we use a 20% random sample
from the first dataset, which consists of medium-
size articles from the Sydney Morning Herald from
1842 to 1945. The documents in the dataset corre-
spond to articles, with OCR transcriptions and GT
aligned at line level. The ground truth was crowd-
sourced from users of the Trove website and may
therefore be incomplete. We used the code of van
Strien et al. (2020) to pre-process the data.

impresso-nzz Created as part of the first im-
presso project (Ehrmann et al., 2020), the
impresso-nzz dataset consists of 167 front pages
from the Neue Zürcher Zeitung newspaper, ran-
domly selected from each year between 1780 and
1947 (Ströbel and Clematide, 2019)2. Documents
correspond to pages, with OCR and GT aligned

1https://overproof.projectcomputing.com/
evaluation

2Refer to the Zenodo and GitHub repositories.

at region, line, and word levels. In this study, we
use a 50% random sample of the data in its OCRed
version from ABBYY FineReader Server11, that
showed a low recognition rate on this black letter
font (Ströbel et al., 2020).

ajmc This dataset was created as part of the Ajax
Multi-Commentary project and consists of five 19C
scholarly commentaries on Sophocles’ Ajax. Com-
mentaries are written in German, English, and
Latin and contain a mix of Latin and polytonic
Greek scripts (Romanello et al., 2021). Documents
correspond to commentary pages, transcribed us-
ing Tesseract’s de, en, la and grc models. OCR
and GT are aligned at region and line level. In this
study, we use two subsets: ajmc-primary with
texts written only in Greek, and ajmc-mixed with
mixed languages and scripts.

htrec Compiled for the Handwritten Text
Recognition Error Correction (HTREC) shared
task (Pavlopoulos et al., 2023), the htrec dataset
comprises Byzantine papyri and manuscripts from
10C-16C in Byzantine Greek (between ancient and
modern Greek) (Platanou et al., 2022). Documents
correspond to pages, with HTR and GT transcrip-
tions aligned at line level. In this study, we use the
test set consisting of 180 lines.

ina Finally, the ina dataset consists of six French
radio programmes of different types (political
speech, news, fiction, entertainment), each from
one decade between 1930 and 1980. Audio and
ASR transcriptions were provided by the French
National Audiovisual Institute to the authors, who
transcribed them manually. Documents correspond
to a programme, with ASR and GT aligned at the
level of text ‘sections’. These sections do not cor-
respond to a speaker turn or anything else, and
may contain less or more than one sentence. Back-
ground events (e.g. music) are not indicated.

https://overproof.projectcomputing.com/evaluation
https://overproof.projectcomputing.com/evaluation
https://zenodo.org/records/3333627
https://github.com/impresso/NZZ-black-letter-ground-truth


Model Release
date

Used sizes Access Max
length

GPT-2 11.2019 1.5B open 1,024
GPT-3 06.2020 175B limited 2,049
GPT-3.5 03.2023 unknown limited 4,096
GPT-4 03.2023 unknown limited 8,192
BLOOM 07.2022 560M, 3B, 7.1B open 2,048
BLOOMZ 11.2022 560M, 3B, 7.1B open 2,048
OPT 05.2022 350M, 6.7B open 2,048
LLaMA 02.2023 7B open 2,048
LLaMA-2 07.2023 7B open 4,096

Table 2: Overview of LLMs used in this study.

Overall, these datasets provide challenging ma-
terial for LLMs. In addition to the variety of error
types and languages, models have to deal with a
wide range of document lengths, some of which are
exceptionally long, as well as with truncated text
regions due to incorrect segmentation. We have not
evaluated the ground truths of these benchmarks
and assume that they are acceptable since they were
created for evaluation purposes. It should be noted,
however, that their quality is certainly not perfect.

3.2 Models
We consider fourteen LLMs from four model series,
which differ in size, training settings, data, and
accessibility. All models, summarised in Table 2,
are decoder-only autoregressive LLMs.

GPT OpenAI’s GPT model series consists of
powerful models that grow in capability as train-
ing data and model size increase. In this study,
we use GPT-2, GPT-3, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4. Only
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) is freely available to
everyone, the others are accessible via OpenAI’s
commercial API and their training conditions and
features have not been fully disclosed. While GPT-
3 proved the impact of scaling and demonstrates
in-context learning ability (Brown et al., 2020), the
next capacity improvements came from training on
code and reinforcement learning through human
feedback (GPT-3.5), as well as increased maximum
context length (Ouyang et al., 2022). GPT-4 has
an even larger context window, and multimodal
input (OpenAI, 2023).

BLOOM(Z) The BigScience Large Open-
science Open-access Multilingual language model,
developed by the BigScience project, handles
46 languages, is open source and, at the time
of release, was larger than GPT-3 (176B). The
initiative produced models of different sizes

trained on the same dataset. Aimed at improving
generalisation, the BLOOMZ series was subse-
quently released, with BLOOM and mT5 models
fine-tuned on cross-lingual variants of the P3
dataset (a collection of prompts covering various
NLP tasks) (Scao et al., 2022; Muennighoff et al.,
2023). In this study, we use BLOOM(Z) 560M,
3B and 7.1B.

OPT The Open Pre-trained Transformers is a
series of open-source LLMs developed by Meta AI.
Trained on English data and ranging from 125M to
175B parameters, the OPT models are large causal
language models designed to be comparable in size
and performance to GPT-3, but transparent and
with a lower training carbon footprint (Zhang et al.,
2022). We use two model sizes.

LLaMA Also released openly and aimed at the
research community, the Large Language Model
Meta AI (LLaMA) model has been trained on
twenty languages and, according to its develop-
ers, outperforms GPT-3 on many tasks while using
fewer resources (Touvron et al., 2023a). LLaMA-2
is trained on 40% more data and with twice the
context length (Touvron et al., 2023b).

4 Experimental Setting

4.1 Data Preparation

Data preparation consists of two processes: the
homogenisation of text structures and their formats,
and the definition of OCR quality bands.

Historical documents have different layouts (sin-
gle or multiple columns, text subdivisions, pres-
ence of images), as do the selected datasets, with
documents corresponding to different elements
(page, article) and transcriptions corresponding
to different levels of text segmentation (line, ar-
ticle, region). To ensure consistent data han-
dling, facilitate fair performance comparison across
datasets, and study the importance of context in
post-correction with generative LLMs, we define
three levels of text units. First, a line level – com-
monly found in historical documents – is already
present in all datasets except icdar. Second, a sen-
tence level, a linguistically meaningful unit of text
that is not present in any of the datasets. For sen-
tence splitting, we first align transcription and GT
tokens using a fast recursive text alignment scheme
(Yalniz and Manmatha, 2011), before applying a
sentence splitter (Sadvilkar and Neumann, 2020).
This process is applied to all datasets. Finally, we



Basic-1 Correct the text:\n {{TEXT}}

Basic-2 Correct the spelling and grammar of the
following text:\n {{TEXT}}

Complex-1 Correct the spelling and grammar of the
following incorrect text from an optical
character recognition (OCR) applied to
a historical document:\n Incorrect text:
{{TEXT}}\n The corrected text is:

Complex-2 Please assist with reviewing and correcting
errors in texts produced by automatic
transcription (OCR) of historical documents.
Your task is to carefully examine the following
text and correct any mistakes introduced by
the OCR software. The text to correct appears
after the segment "TEXT TO CORRECT:". Please
place the corrected version of the text after
the "CORRECTED TEXT:" segment. Do not write
anything else than the corrected text.\n\n
TEXT TO CORRECT:\n {{TEXT}} \n CORRECTED TEXT:

Complex-3 Complex-2 translated to fr, de, etc.

Table 3: Prompt templates.

consider a region level, which corresponds to the
whole text of a document in a dataset.

We further qualify each text unit according to
its (original) transcription quality, expressed by
the Levenshtein similarity measure between the
transcription and the ground truth (the measure
is presented in Section 4.3). Transcriptions are
classified into one of five percentage quality bands:
0 − 40, 40 − 60, 60 − 80, 80 − 99 and 99 − 100;
the higher, the better.

4.2 Prompt Templates and Setup

Guiding models toward the intended output relies
on prompts (Liu et al., 2023). Given a fixed LLM,
prompting involves converting each test input into
a prompt based on a template and inputting it into
the model to generate the response.

We manually design five prompt templates that
provide small to strong guidance, presented in Ta-
ble 3. Basic-1 simply instructs the model to cor-
rect any errors present in the input text. Basic-2
is a bit more explicit and tells the model to focus
on spelling and grammar errors. This prompt may
be useful for text editing in general, but may still
be too imprecise for OCR, ASR, and HTR mate-
rial. Complex-1 informs the model that the input
is from an automatic transcription of a historical
document (OCR, ASR or HTR), and Complex-2
additionally asks it to shape its response according
to an explicit format. Such context awareness and
format guidance may improve the quality of cor-
rections and the cleanliness of the output. Finally,
Complex-3 translates Complex-2 in all languages
of the datasets.

Models are prompted in zero-shot (ZS) and few-

shot (FS) settings. In ZS, the model has access to
the test input only, whereas in FS, three demon-
stration examples are provided. The examples are
randomly selected from three of the lowest tran-
scription quality bands for each dataset. For all
experiments, we perform a single-pass generation,
i.e. without aggregation of multiple runs.

LLM output often do not match the expected
response shape and require post-processing. Where
necessary, we trim the output from unnecessary
spaces or response presentation formulas, remove
repeated (parts of) the prompt, and discard any
text that is longer than 1.5 times the input. Post-
processing is further described in Appendix B.

4.3 Evaluation Metric
We determine the difference in quality between an
LLM-generated post-correction of a transcription
and the original automatic transcription using a
Post-Correction Improvement Score (PCIS)3. This
relative score measures the positive or negative
improvement, in terms of Levenshtein similarity,
between the two transcriptions and the same ground
truth. The Levenshtein similarity (lev_sim) is based
on the Levenshtein distance between a machine
transcription (transcr) and a ground truth (GT),
and is computed as follows:

lev_sim =
length − lev_dist(transc,GT)

length
(1)

where lev_dist is a string metric that measures the
difference between two textual sequences based on
the number of single-character edits (Levenshtein,
1966) and length is the length of the longer string
(max(len(transc), len(GT))). The Levenshtein sim-
ilarity provides a measure between 0 and 1, with
higher values indicating higher similarity.

The PCIS is calculated based on the Levenshtein
similarity between an original transcription and the
GT (orig_sim), and between the LLM-generated
post-correction and the GT (llm_sim), as follows:

PCIS =



min(max(llm_sim,−1), 1),

if orig_sim = 0

min(max( llm_sim−orig_sim
orig_sim ,−1), 1),

if orig_sim ̸= llm_sim
0, if orig_sim = llm_sim.

(2)

The improvement score ranges from -1 to 1: neg-
ative values indicate deterioration, positive values
indicate improvement, and 0 indicates no change.

3Please note that this measure is not our invention but a
classical way to calculate the relative change or difference
from an initial value to a new value.



Figure 1: Average of post-correction improvement score per model and dataset, based on post-processed responses
to sentence-level input with the best prompt template Complex-2 in the zero-shot setting.

Figure 2: Average of post-correction improvement score across datasets, per model and per prompt, considering
post-processed responses to sentence-level text input in the zero-shot setting.

5 Results and Discussion

With eight datasets, three text unit levels, multi-
ple quality bands, fourteen models, five prompts
and zero- and few-shot settings, experiments cover
many dimensions and yield many results. We first
present and discuss metric-based results by itera-
tively removing dimensions before manually ex-
ploring performance factors. Due to to space con-
straints, some figures are included in the Appendix.

5.1 Metric-based Evaluation

Overall, the performance of LLM-based post-
correction is very poor, with a considerable degra-
dation in the quality of original transcriptions
across all models, prompts and datasets. Even
when considering the most effective setup (sen-
tence level and Complex-2), Figure 1 shows that
LLMs mostly degrade the input text, occasionally
leave it unchanged, and rarely improve it. It is
therefore a matter of understanding which setup is
the least worst.

Impact of post-processing and text unit level
The basic conditions of our experiments include
the use or not of response post-processing and the
choice of text unit level. Regarding the former,
experiments showed that post-processing benefits
all models and text units (see Appendix B.2), with
GPT-3.5 and 4 requiring the least post-processing

and Complex-2 often being difficult to open mod-
els, i.e. requiring most post-processing. Regarding
the latter, sentence-level input text yields better re-
sults (see Appendix D). Subsequent analyses are
therefore based on results from post-processed re-
sponses to sentence-level text input.

Impact of prompt template and setup From
weak to strong guidance, which prompt template
is the best (or causes the least degradation)? Fig-
ure 2 provides insights that lead to two observations.
First, it is beneficial to provide specific informa-
tion about the input text, as can be seen with the
Basic-1/2 prompts which systematically produce
the strongest degradation. Second, none of the
‘best’ Complex prompts is a clear winner across
models and datasets, producing more or less the
same magnitude of degradation. Also, changing
the execution setup from zero- to few-shot does
not bring any improvement. Figure 3 shows that
adding three demonstration examples almost sys-
tematically further degrades the results for all mod-
els except for GPT-3.5 and 4. This is in line with
Zhao et al. (2021) who shows the high volatility of
results depending on examples and their order.

Impact of models and document type Hav-
ing eliminated the worst setups, and focusing on
zero-shot responses to sentence-level input with
the Complex-2 prompt, which models perform



Figure 3: Average of the post-correction improvement score across datasets, per model and in ZS and FS settings,
considering post-processed answers to sentence-level text inputs with prompt Complex-2.

Figure 4: Error category distribution in manually annotated samples across three models, for groups C2 (slight
deviation from GT, on the left) and C3 (strong deviation from GT, on the right).

best for which dataset? Regardless of the model,
LLM-based post-correction of atypical text mate-
rial and languages such as in ajmc and htrec lead
to the most severe degradation (Figure 1). For
ajmc-mixed, the largest multilingual BLOOM and
LLaMA models offer some hope, while for htrec
only GPT-4 seems to be able to save the results
from degradation. The situation is less dramatic for
icdar, impresso-nzz, overproof and ina, with
documents closer in language, topics and nature
to the training data of the models. As for LLMs,
they generally show stability across the datasets,
with a few exceptions. Not surprisingly, GPT-3.5
and 4 show the best results. With the exception
of ajmc-mixed, the cross-lingual multitask fine-
tuned BLOOMZ models perform better than their
BLOOM counterparts, with no clear difference be-
tween model sizes. The smallest models, whether
from the LLaMA, BLOOM or OPT series, gener-
ally perform on par with GPT-2 and GPT-3.

Impact of OCR quality Finally, the performance
distribution among the original transcription qual-
ity bands shows that, overall, the noisiest input
texts are those that show the least degradation, and
sometimes even improvement. This underlines the
ability of LLMs to make corrections where neces-
sary, but not to leave almost error-free texts intact

(more details in Appendix F).

5.2 Manual Analysis
In addition to improvement scores, we aim to un-
derstand the factors influencing transcription qual-
ity by manually inspecting around 2,500 LLM-
corrected / ground truth transcription pairs, sam-
pled across all datasets and a selection of models,
prompts and languages (see Appendix C).

Following initial inspection, we established a ten-
tative taxonomy of LLM errors or behaviours, com-
prising ten categories organised into four groups:

• C1: unanswered prompts;

• C2: responses with corrected input text but
with slight deviations from the GT, thus in-
valid in terms of PCIS but potentially accept-
able within an information retrieval context;

• C3: responses that deviate significantly from
the GT, or hallucinations; and

• C4: instances where the GT itself is incorrect.

The error taxonomy, detailed in Appendix C.3,
represents cases of instruction inconsistencies,
where the model does not do what it is asked to
do, and context inconsistencies, where its answer is
incorrect (Huang et al., 2023). Figure 4 shows the
distribution of errors for three models between C2



and C3, which represent two thirds of the sample.
We note that most cases correspond to strong devi-
ations from the GT (C3), with a majority of pure
hallucination (C3.5, especially LLaMA-2-7B and
BLOOMZ-7.1B), as well as a slight tendency of
GPT to propose paraphrases rather than just correct
the text. Models also produce smaller deviations
(C2), with LLaMA-2-7B marginally continuing the
text, BLOOMZ-7.1B giving partial answers, and
GPT-4 embellishing the text as it sees fit.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This exploratory study shows that LLMs are not
good at correcting transcriptions of historical doc-
uments of any kind, at least in the applied experi-
mental setting. Not only do they not improve the
original transcriptions, they usually degrade them,
making LLM-based post-correction of historical
transcripts a rather distant prospect. Nevertheless,
we have found that instructing models about the
nature of the input and guiding their output format
leads to better results, and that large open-access
and multilingual models from the BLOOM(Z) and
LLaMA series can compete with commercial GPT
models.

On the basis of these findings, future work
should investigate in more detail some of the el-
ements that could not be studied due to the scale
of the experiments presented here. These include,
among others: testing prompts that are even more
tailored to the specifics of each document type, dis-
tinguishing between error detection and correction
prompts (in a chain-of-thought fashion), search-
ing for the temperature hyperparameter, attempting
model fine-tuning and model self-evaluation, and
consolidating the error taxonomy and error analysis
on a few datasets.

Limitations

• Due to time, budget, and computational re-
source constraints, results are based on single-
pass generation.

• Due to the complexity of the materials, text
units may be incorrectly segmented and
aligned with the GT. Also, the GT may not be
100% correct. This may affect the results.

• Demonstration examples in the few-shot sce-
nario were randomly selected; a manual cura-
tion of these could lead to better results in this
setting.

• The numerous experiments produced many
results that could be further explored and anal-
ysed at a finer level for each setting. Never-
theless, we believe that the aggregated results
remain informative, further complemented by
manual inspection.
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A LLMs hyperparameters

Experiments with OpenAI API were conducted using gpt2, davinci, gpt-3.5-turbo and gpt-4 models
with the default temperature of 0.7. Experiments with the open-source models were conducted using a
default temperature of 1.0.

B Post-processing

B.1 Post-processing heuristics
Post-processing of LLMs answers involves the following heuristics:

• Removal of leading and trailing white spaces and double quotes from the response.

• Removal of (parts of) prompts from the response.

• Trimming of the predicted text so that it does not exceed 1.5 times the length of the input text. This
constraint ensures that the prediction does not deviate excessively in length from the original digitised
text.

• Removal of specific phrases such as “There is no text provided to correct” or “No correction needed”
from the response.

B.2 Impact of post-processing on post-correction improvement score

Figure 5: Post-correction improvement scores across datasets for GPT-2, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 per prompt to sentence
level input with (post-processed) and without (raw) post-processing.

Figure 6: Post-correction improvement scores across datasets for BLOOM-560M, BLOOM-7.1B, BLOOMZ-560M
and BLOOMZ-7.1B per prompt to sentence level input with (post-processed) and without (raw) post-processing.



Figure 7: Post-correction improvement scores across datasets for OPT-350M, OPT-6.7B, LLaMA-7B and LLaMA-
2-7B per prompt to sentence level input with (post-processed) and without (raw) post-processing.

C Manual Analysis

C.1 Sampling
To manually inspect pairs of LLM-corrected vs. ground truth transcriptions, we sampled a total of 2,459
post-correction items at sentence level. One item was sampled from each dataset (from different quality
bands), considering three models (GPT-4, LLaMA-2, BLOOMZ), two prompts (Basic-2 and Complex-2),
and four languages (en, de, fr, grc). Table 4 shows the number of items selected per datasets.

Dataset # items Percentage
ajmc-mixed 41 10%
ajmc-primary 14 51%
htrec 8 100%
icdar-2017 85 18%
icdar-2019 61 15%
impresso-nzz 45 7%
ina 44 15%
overproof 36 9%

Table 4: Number and percentage of sampled items per dataset.

C.2 Error category distribution

Figure 8: Error category distribution in manually annotated samples per prompt across datasets for GPT-4.



Figure 9: Error category distribution in manually annotated samples per prompt across datasets for BLOOMZ-7.1B.

Figure 10: Error category distribution in manually annotated samples per prompt across datasets for LLAMA-2-7B.

C.3 Taxonomy of errors

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

Post-correction task not completed

C1 Empty answer (instruction
inconsistency)

Unanswered prompt. This includes: empty answers,
answers containing some introductory text, and rep-
etitions of (part of) the prompt.

GT: - καί gehört zu θανών.
Input: — zei: gehört zu θανών.
Output:
Dataset: ajmc-mixed
Model: BLOOMZ-7.1B
Prompt: Basic-2

Post-correction task partially completed

C2.1 Correct answer with
minimal addition (context
inconsistency)

The input text is corrected, but extra characters or
words (up to a small sentence) are added without
changing the meaning.

GT: The occupation of the Trobriands and the
Woodlark area was successfully accomplished with-
out opposition, and apparently unbeknown to the
enemy.
Input: The occupation of the Trobriands and the
Woodlark area was success- fully accomplished
without opposition, and apparently unbeknown to
the enemy.
Output: "The occupation of the Trobriands and
the Woodlark area was successfully accomplished
without opposition, and apparently unknowingly to
the enemy.
Thank you for your assistance</s>"
Dataset: overproof
Model: BLOOMZ-7.1B
Prompt: Complex-2

C2.2 Correct but partial answer
(context inconsistency)

The input text is corrected but incomplete (the
model did half of the work).

GT: Les deux hommes ont été arrêtés, ils se récla-
ment de l’Armée de Libération palestinienne, on
ignore leur motif.
Input: les deux hommes ont été arrêtés il se réclame
de l’ armée de libération palestinienne en irlande u
Output: les deux hommes ont été arrêtés
Dataset: ina
Model: LLAMA-2-7B
Prompt: Basic-2



C2.3 Correct answer but
changes in text rendering
(instruction inconsistency)

The input text is corrected, but the model makes
changes that improve the formatting and/or read-
ability of the text (carriage returns, case adjustment,
de-hyphenation, diacritic correction, spelling nor-
malisation).

GT: Fryer Bacon wondered at this man’s resolution
then asked hee of him, who set him on worke to bee
a murderer ?
Input: Fryer Bacon wondered at this man’s resolu-
tion then asked hee of him, who set him on worke
to bee a murderer ?
Output: Friar Bacon wondered at this man’s reso-
lution, then asked him, "Who set you to work to be
a murderer?
Dataset: icdar-2017
Model: GPT-4
Prompt: Basic-2

Post-correction task not completed, with various types of hallucination

C3.1 Paraphrasing The produced text is close to the input text, but it is
a rephrased version of it.

GT: Il gémissait des paroles que l’histoire a fidèle-
ment gardées.
Input: il paie des paroles que l’histoire fidèlement
garder
Output: Il peint des paroles que l’histoire fidèle-
ment garde
Dataset: ina
Model: GPT-4
Prompt: Complex-2

C3.2 Uncorrected input text,
with scattered minor
alterations (instruction
inconsistency)

The original text has not been corrected. Small
changes have been made throughout.

GT: So little is, in this Cafe, the Do ctrine of Nature
beholding to the Philosophy of Des-Cartes.
Input: So little is, in this Case, the Do- ctrine of
Nature beholding to the Philosophy of Des-Cartes.
Output: It is so little the doctrine of nature that it
looks upon the philosophy of Descartes.</s>
Dataset: icdar-2019
Model: BLOOMZ-7.1B
Prompt: Complex-2

C3.3 Corrected input text with
moderate-length extension
(instruction inconsistency)

Some elements of the input text are retained in the
answer, which is also continued over several sen-
tences that still relate to the input text.

GT: Diesbach hatte nach Wurstisen für die päb-
stliche Anerkennung seiner vom Bischof und
Domkapitel getroffenen Wahl zum Coadjutor zu
entrichten:
Input: Diesbach hatte nach Wurstisen für die
päbstliche Anerkennung seiner vom Bischof und
Domkapitel getroffenen Wahl zum Coadjutor ru cn-
trtdbten:
Output: Dießbach hatte nach Wurstisen für die
päbstliche Anerkennung seiner vom Bischof und
Domkapitel getroffenen Wahl zum Coadjutor für
den tts-oder die nach Wurstisen für die</s>
Dataset: impresso-nzz
Model: BLOOMZ-7.1B
Prompt: Complex-2

C3.4 Translation (instruction
inconsistency)

The model translates the input text or generates
another text in another language.

GT: Menelaos, früherer Dienste vergessend, redet,
als hätte Aias eben erst Gelegenheit gege- ben, ihn
zu erproben.
Input: Menelaos, früherer Dienste vergessend, re-
det, als hätte Aias eben erst Gelegenheit gege- ben,
ihn zu erproben.
Output: "Menelaos, forgetting the previous ser-
vices, speaks as if Aias had recently provided him
an opportunity to be tested."
Dataset: ajmc-mixed
Model: LLAMA-2-7B
Prompt: Complex-2

C3.5 Invention of a new text
(context inconsistency)

The input text disappears and the model hallucinates
by inventing a completely different story, usually in
the same style as the input text.

GT: Nostro in aliis et alieno in omnibus jure salvo.
Input: Nostro in aliis et alieno in omnibus jure
salvo.
Output: Eodem tempore ut etiam ab aliis ad alien-
dos personam ad omnes juris iuri
Dataset: icdar-2019
Model: LLAMA-2-7B
Prompt: Complex-2



D Detailed overviews of results with different text unit levels
D.1 Line level
D.1.1 overproof and impresso-nzz

Figure 11: Post-correction improvement score for overproof and impresso-nzz datasets, considering all models
and prompts based on post-processed responses to line-level input in the zero-shot setting.



D.1.2 ajmc, htrec and ina

Figure 12: Post-correction improvement score for ajmc, htrec and ina datasets, considering all models and prompts
based on post-processed responses to line-level inputs in the zero-shot setting.



D.2 Sentence level
D.2.1 icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz

Figure 13: Post-correction improvement score for icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz datasets, considering all
models and prompts based on post-processed responses to sentence-level input in the zero-shot setting.



D.2.2 ajmc, htrec and ina

Figure 14: Post-correction improvement score for ajmc, htrec and ina datasets, considering all models and prompts
based on post-processed responses to sentence-level inputs in the zero-shot setting.



D.3 Region level
D.3.1 icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz

Figure 15: Post-correction improvement score for icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz datasets, considering all
models and prompts based on post-processed responses to region-level input in the zero-shot setting.



D.3.2 ajmc, htrec and ina

Figure 16: Post-correction improvement score for ajmc, htrec and ina datasets, considering all models and prompts
based on post-processed responses to region-level inputs in the zero-shot setting.



E Detailed overviews of results in the zero- and few-shot scenarios
E.1 icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz

Figure 17: Post-correction improvement scores per model for icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz datasets,
considering post-processed responses to sentence-level input with Complex-2 prompt in the zero and few-shot
settings.



E.2 ajmc, htrec and ina

Figure 18: Post-correction improvement scores per model for ajmc, htrec and ina datasets, considering post-
processed responses to sentence-level input with Complex-2 prompt in the zero and few-shot settings.



F Detailed overviews of results with different quality bands
F.1 icdar, overproof and impresso-nzz

Figure 19: Post-correction improvement scores per quality band and model for icdar, overproof and
impresso-nzz datasets, considering post-processed responses to sentence-level input in the zero-shot setting.



F.2 ajmc, htrec and ina

Figure 20: Post-correction improvement scores per quality band and model for ajmc, htrec and ina datasets,
considering post-processed responses to sentence-level input in the zero-shot setting.


